
 

 

Tourism Development Officer at the Ministry of Tourism, Maureen Bridgeman,  
chats with Coordinator and Founder of Boca Area Post Polio Group 
Maureen Sinkule and her husband Joel Sinkule, along with 
Finance Officer at the Barbados Council for the Disabled, Gaylene Mohammad. 
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Initiatives like Fully Accessible Barbados and accessible facilities which cater to tourists with disabilities 

can open doors to markets in the tourism industry, and Barbados is trying to capitalise. 

 

Yesterday at the Bridgetown Port, Finance Officer at the Barbados Council for the Disabled, Gaylene 

Mohammad, lamented: “The tourists with disabilities, [this market] is overlooked though they can come 

here and they can spend money.” 

 

“They want to travel and they can travel but they are always hindered by the level of accessibility to a 

destination. That’s what the problem is, so we are trying to make Barbados accessible so that they can 

definitely come here,” said Tourism Development Officer with the Ministry of Tourism, Maureen 

Bridgeman. 

 

However, though in agreement that more places need to install the infrastructure or make modifications to 

become accessible, Bridgeman said that more foundation work needs to be done in the area of transport 

as well. 

 

She stated: “But they [the tourists] have to get there too. We have to find the transportation that they 

can get on and off easily.” 

 

Therefore, she explained, “We are working on that and people are realising that, [so] more and more 

persons and facilities are asking to be assessed so that they can become accessible.” 

 

At present, she admitted that there is limited accessibility at numerous venues, including hotels and 

restaurants on island, but she shared that some have been working to change this. 

 

Bridgeman said, “There are a few hotels, there are about 10 hotels, probably even more. They are not 

totally accessible but they are accessible to certain levels – like some are catering to the blind, or the 

visually impaired, some cater to wheelchair users and the hearing impaired – but they are not totally 

accessible.” 

 

However, she is pleased with the effort being demonstrated and the level of enthusiasm being displayed 

so far. “The restaurants and even the supermarkets are coming on board as board as well, which is really 

good.”  
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